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Following the critically acclaimed debut exhibition “, Rose,” upfor.digital is pleased to present 

Convolution Weave Structures, featuring the work of New York/Portland, Oregon artist Birch 

Cooper. Cooper’s exhibition superimposes complex virtual sculptures onto documentary images 

of Upfor’s physical gallery space taken during a beautiful spring day in 2016. A generative, 

ambient soundtrack composed by the artist reflects the acoustic properties of the physical 

gallery. Cooper describes the virtual sculptures as related to his electronic music practice, 

referring to them as “aleatoric in a broad sense... not based strictly on chance operations, but also 

on procedure and intuition.” 

From the exhibition’s inception, Cooper intended to honor the online-only nature of upfor.digital, 

challenging the boundary between on-line and off-line artistic production and exhibition. 

Although the objects that comprise the exhibition exist only in virtual form, they were designed 

specifically for the physical space of the gallery. The generative soundtrack is combined with 

audio from a gallery tour. The exhibition is accompanied by a physical book of virtual sculpture 

and accompanying digital download album. In a playful provocation of the market’s awkward 

embrace of media art, all virtual sculptures are offered for sale. The “objects” are sold as .obj (3D 

geometric models) files on physical storage media, with prices set according to file sizes–which 

in turn reflect the complexity of the virtual model–and virtual edition size. 

Convolution Weave Structures is open online, 24/7, through June 30, 2017. The 

website is free to view. An IRL opening for the exhibition and launch for the accompanying 

book/album will take place at TRANSFER Gallery, 1030 Metropolitan Ave, Brooklyn, NY, on 

Saturday, April 22, 2017 from 6:00pm–10:00pm and extending to Saturday April 29, 2017 

during regular gallery hours. 

Birch Cooper (born 1985, Fairbanks, AK) is a musician and visual artist who lives and works in 

Brooklyn, New York. Cooper performed and made artworks as part of the Oregon Painting 

Society (active 2007-2012). As part of the collective MSHR (active 2011-), he created 

installations and performed with artist Brenna Murphy at transmediale (Berlin), PioneerWorks 

(Brooklyn), Time Based Art Festival (Portland, OR), Musée des Arts Creteil and HarvestWorks 

(New York), among others. Cooper’s physical and virtual installations and objects have exhibited 

at Upfor Gallery (Portland, OR), The Wrong Biennial (online), Panther Modern (online) and 

SPRING/BREAK (New York). Cooper holds a degree in Interactive Musical Sculpture and 

Composition from Evergreen State College in Olympia, Washington. 

### 



 

About Upfor: Founded in 2013, Upfor presents contemporary art from emerging and 

established artists working in digital and other mediums in both physical and virtual galleries. For 

more information about programming in our Portland, Oregon gallery space, please visit 

upforgallery.com. Upfor’s program of periodic online exhibitions is hosted and archived at 

upfor.digital. 

(top) 
Convolution Weave Structures 

installation view. 

(middle) 
Looped Insect (detail), 2017, 

Virtual Sculpture, 152.1 MB 

Knot Vessel Tapestry, 2017, 

virtual fabric print and wall 

mount, 1.7 MB. 

(bottom) 
Aleastoric Weave Structures, 

digital album cover. 
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